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Motivation
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› Systems host more than just one application

› Interference between applications possible

› Breaking changes over time

A case for isolated environments
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› Applications need a specific environment to run in

› Needs to be reproducible

A case for isolated environments

https://me.me/i/it-works-on-my-machine-it-works-on-my-machine-1ee2d66d700f44bdae38ad7a4154216c5



Virtual Environments + Python
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“Python Environment” by XKCD - https://xkcd.com/1987/7



› Python applications often need specific versions of 
specific libraries

› Many applications have many different requirements

› One global python installation doesn‘t cover everything!

Virtual Environments and Python
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› conda combines package management and virtual 
environments.

› What about virtualenv + pip?

Virtual Environments and Python
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Conda Environments
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Conda Environments
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What about PySpark?
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› Multiple jobs run on the same cluster

› Cluster is used by multiple developers

› Everybody needs their own setup

Isolation with PySpark
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Drawn after https://miro.medium.com/max/3868/1*BDfKR9VMg-E6twBBJEhC6g.png

PySpark Data Flow in Cluster Mode
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Getting dependencies right in PySpark can be tedious...
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Getting dependencies right in PySpark can be tedious...
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How to customize the python setup on 
the spark worker?
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SSH access for Data Scientists!
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Isolated Virtual Environments
with PySpark
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› Store all dependencies on HDFS

› Before job starts, add files to SparkContext using 
sc.addFile(path) / sc.addPyFile(path)

› Files are distributed to worker nodes as they are 
launched

A pragmatic solution
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› File type limitations

› Can be quite cumbersome with many dependencies

› Can’t be easily updated

› No direct connection between local environment and 
HDFS environment

But there are some pitfalls…
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A better solution:
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› creates an immutable environment.tar.gz archive from an 
existing conda environment

› environment is distributed and automatically unpacked 
using the --archives option

› contains the complete conda environment, including 
Python, all dependencies and the package itself.

How does conda-pack help?
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How does it work?
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We activate conda.



How does it work?
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We create and 
activate the conda
environment.



How does it work?
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We install our 
python package into 
the environment.



How does it work?
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We create the archive 
using conda-pack.



How does it work?
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We start the job with 
spark-submit and 
distribute the 
environment to the 
workers.



› Shared environment definition in environment.yaml

› Easier versioning and management of environments

› Ease of use!

Advantages
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Conclusion
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› Isolating applications prevents unpleasant surprises

› Virtual environments are your friend

› conda-pack provides a nice way of distributing your 
environments with PySpark

Conclusion
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